
Topic Work- Week beginning 20.04.20 

To be submitted to your teacher before 3pm on Wednesday 29.04.20 

Remember- You need to complete all homework on ONE WORD Document. 

Always put your name and the title/subject of the piece of work. Convert only 

the final completed Word document to PDF before sending to your teacher. 

RE Read the scripture of the Road to Emmaus Luke 24: 13-35 

Talk to someone about the questions if you can. 

Challenge 1 

Create a story board to show what happened on the Road to 

Emmaus.  

Challenge 2 

Design a story board to show what happened on the Road to 

Emmaus. Annotate the images to show you understand which 

elements depict the transforming power of the Holy Spirit. 

Challenge 3 

Write a diary extract as if you were Cleopas on the Road to 

Emmaus. Describe what happened to you and give reasons to show 

how you felt and why. 

Science Complete the science 1 sheet. 

Then look at the information slides on separating mixtures. 

Complete the science 2 sheet. 

History Look through/read the information on the Ancient Mayans. 

Complete a tourist information sheet showing what you have 

learned. (There is an example of this sheet to help you.) 

Art Complete a rainbow themed piece. Thurrock council have asked for 

these to decorate their civic offices. Send a photo of your rainbow 

artwork. 

PE Joe Wicks is having daily PE sessions on YouTube. Try to do at least 

3 sessions.  Attach a photo if you can.  

Computing Please log on to the blogging section of the school website. |Your log 

in will be: firstname.surname (no capitals or spaces) The password 

is: Stthomas2014 

Write a blog about the book you are currently reading. Be sure to 

include: title, author, characters, setting, a little bit about the 

plot(but don’t give too much away, your favourite part and who you 

would recommend it to. 

 


